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Microscopic spin interactions in colossal magnetoresistance manganites
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Using inelastic neutron scattering we measured the microscopic magnetic coupling associated with the
ferromagnetic clusters of the ‘‘colossal magnetoresistance’’ compound Pr0.70Ca0.30MnO3. When the insulating-
to-metal ~I-M ! transition is induced by an external magnetic field there is a discontinuous change in the
spin-wave stiffness constant. This result implies that the I-M transition is not achieved by the simple percola-
tion of micron-sized metallic clusters as currently believed, but involves a first-order transformation.
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The understanding of the colossal magnetoresista
~CMR! effect—the unusually large change in electrical res
tance in response to a magnetic field—in certain materia
among the most interesting unresolved problems in c
densed matter physics.1 The most studied of these materia
are the doped perovskite manganitesA12xBxMnO3 @whereA
is a trivalent ion (La31, Pr31, Nd31, etc.! andB is a divalent
ion (Ca21 or Sr21)# with x'0.3. The basic microscopi
mechanism responsible for the CMR effect is believed to
the double-exchange~DE! interaction,2 where ferromag-
netism and electrical conductivity arise from hopping of t
itinerant eg electrons from trivalent Mn31 to tetravalent
Mn41 sites. The physics of the CMR effect, however, is
from being completely understood. Recent calculations s
gest that these materials are intrinsically inhomogeneous
have a strong tendency to spatial electronic ph
separation,3 and electron microscopy and tunneling expe
ments suggest that the insulating-to-metal~I-M ! transition is
achieved via the percolation of large~micron-size! metallic
clusters.4,5 While this mesoscopic percolation scenario is
tracting considerable attention, such a picture is difficult
reconcile with experiments that indicate that the I-M tran
tion involves a first-order transformation, a large release
energy, and a strong irreversibility.6 In this paper, we show
that the I-M transition in Pr0.70Ca0.30MnO3 ~PCMO30! is in-
deed far more complex than the simple percolation
micron-sized metallic clusters. Instead, our study
PCMO30 shows that this transition is associated with in
lating ferromagnetic~FM! regions that become metallic in
first-order process. This result challenges our present un
standing of the CMR effect and suggests that, if percolat
plays an important role in the CMR process, it must be
percolation of insulating clusters in conjunction with an u
derlying first-order phase transition.

PCMO30 is an ideal system to test the mesoscopic ph
separation scenario, because it has an inhomogeneous
temperature insulating state7–9 where ferromagnetism, anti
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ferromagnetism, and charge ordering coexist.10 This insulat-
ing state is metastable and can be converted to a met
state by the application of an external magnetic10,11 or elec-
tric field,12 high pressure,13 and exposure to x rays14 or vis-
ible light.15 In the mesoscopic electronic phase separat
picture,4,5 the electrical conductivity in the CMR materials
achieved via the percolative transport of carriers throu
micrometer-sized FM metallic domains in an insulating an
ferromagnetic~AF! background. In this scenario the effect
an external magnetic field would be only to enlarge the F
metallic clusters, at the expense of the AF insulating regio
without modifying the magnetic coupling of the spins. W
use inelastic neutron scattering to probe the microsco
magnetic coupling associated with the FM clusters
PCMO30. We achieve this by measuring the FM spin-wa
~SW! stiffness constantD ~which measures the strength o
the magnetic coupling of the spins16! as PCMO30 undergoe
the I-M transition induced by a magnetic field. The use
thermal neutrons, which probe length scales of the order
few hundred angstrom, ensures that our measurements
insensitive to FM cluster-size changes at micron scales. F
conventional ferromagnet the effect of an external magn
field of a few tesla is limited to induce a small Zeeman g
in the SW dispersion relation, with no change inD.18 Sur-
prisingly, when the I-M transition in PCMO30 is induced b
a 3.5 T field at low temperature there is also a threef
discontinuous change in the magnitude ofD. This unex-
pected result indicates that the I-M transition involves a fir
order transformation from insulating to metallic clusters, a
not just the simple percolation of large metallic clusters
proposed in the mesoscopic percolation picture. Thus,
realistic percolation model of the I-M transition must a
count for the microscopic interactions of the spins and
first-order nature of the I-M transition.

For this study, we prepared a single crystal of PCMO
by the floating-zone method.11 Transport and electron-prob
microanalysis on different parts of the crystal indicated t
©2002 The American Physical Society34-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! Neutron diffraction patterns of
PCMO30 in the (H,K,0) reciprocal lattice plane
~pseudocubic notation!. The white arrows indi-
cate the region near the (6d,26d,0) (d51/4)
satellites expected for the CE-type charge ord
ing. The rings around the origin correspond
scattering from the aluminum sample holder, a
the narrow ‘‘streaks’’ through the strong Brag
peaks are an artifact of the detector.
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the Ca doping was homogeneous. The crystal has a mo
spread of about 1° degree and a volume of 0.4 cm3. The
neutron scattering measurements were performed at
Ridge National Laboratory’s High Flux Isotope React
Most of the measurements were performed using triple-a
spectrometers configured to provide an energy resolutio
the elastic (E50) position ofDE50.55 meV@full width at
half maximum ~FWHM!#.19 Neutron diffraction measure
ments were also carried out at the Wide Angle Neutron D
fractometer~WAND!.20,21

PCMO30 has an orthorhombic structure slightly distor
from the cubic lattice. For simplicity, we label the wave ve
tors Q5(qx ,qy ,qz) in units of Å21 as (H,K,L)
5(qxa/2p,qya/2p,qza/2p) in the reciprocal lattice units
~rlu! appropriate for the pseudocubic unit cells with latti
parameter a'3.87 Å. In this convention all (H,K,L)
(H,K,L integers! reflections are allowed. The crystal wa
oriented to allow wave vectors of the form (H,K,0) to be
accessible in the scattering plane. PCMO30 has a com
sequence of transitions.10 Below TCO'200 K it exhibits
charge ordering while remaining paramagnetic and be
TN'140 K the magnetic moments associated with
Mn31 and Mn41 ions order antiferromagnetically in the so
called pseudo CE-type structure. It is only belowTC
'110 K that the system develops a FM component that
exists with the CE-type antiferromagnetism. At zero ma
05443
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netic field PCMO30 remains an insulator at all temperatur
The charge-ordered and antiferromagnetic phases are
characterized by satellite reflections (1/4,1/4,0) a
(1/2,0,0) ~and equivalent reflections!.

We collected data under two different conditions, first
applying a magnetic field after the sample was cooled in z
field @zero-field cooling~ZFC!# and by cooling the sample
under an applied field~field cooling or FC!. The magnetic
field was applied perpendicular to the scattering plane by
Oxford cryomagnet (0 T<H<7.0 T). The ZFC withH
50 measurements revealed the clear presence of dif
scattering around the main Bragg peaks aboveTC ~see Fig.
1!. This diffusive component is strongest at the smaller wa
vectors and becomes gradually weaker as the wave ve
increases, as expected for the magnetic form factor of the
ions, indicating that this scattering is magnetic. When
sample is cooled belowTC a long-range FM component17

develops@additional Bragg intensity at the (H,K,L) posi-
tions#, at the same time that the diffuse scattering becom
weaker. This diffusive component, however, does not van
even at the lowest temperatures, indicating the inhomo
neous character of this system at zero field. In addition to
diffuse scattering there are additional superlattice reflecti
indicating the antiferromagnetism associated with the cha
ordering of the pseudo CE type. This ordering has charac
istic wave vectors (61/4,61/4,0) ~see Fig. 1!. From the
4-2
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MICROSCOPIC SPIN INTERACTIONS IN COLOSSAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 66, 054434 ~2002!
sharpness of the charge ordering peaks, it is clear that
charge ordering in PCMO30 is long range17 in contrast to the
short-range charge ordering in La12xCaxMnO3 family of
materials.22,23

Figure 2 shows the ZFC elastic scattering profiles of
(100) Bragg peak atT540 K measured with a triple-axi
spectrometer, forH50, 2.5, and 3.5 T. The long-rang
Bragg component17 of the scattering has been fitted to
Gaussian while the magnetic diffusive component has b
fitted to a Lorentzian line shape. The magnetic diffuse sc
tering indicates the presence of short-range FM clusters
a correlation lengthj'40 Å. These nano-size clusters a
static within a Dt'1 ps and coexist with ‘‘large’’@long-
range FM~Ref. 17!# clusters. The effect of the magnetic fie
is to gradually reduce the number of the nano-size clust
without significantly changing their correlation length, at t
same time that the ferromagnetic moment is increased.
is reflected by the intensity reduction of the Lorentzian co
ponent without a significant change in its linewidth, wh
the intensity of the Bragg component increases~Fig. 2!.
When the system is FC at 6.8 T, there is no trace of
Lorentzian component. The~ZFC! magnetic field depen
dence of the intensities of these two components has b
plotted in Fig. 3~a!. The region where there is a jump in th
intensity of the FM component~around 3.5 T! corresponds to
the I-M transition, which is also the region where the C
type antiferromagnetism is greatly~but not completely!
suppressed.10

We also measured the spin waves in PCMO30 both in
FC and ZFC conditions. First we measured the spin wave
40 K after the sample was cooled in a 6.8-T field. Then
field was gradually decreased to 5 T, 2 T, and 0.5 T and
low-q (q<0.07 rlu) spin waves were measured for eve
field. The measurements were made in the constantQ5(1
1q,0,0) mode. The SW energies followed the usual q

FIG. 2. Q5(11q,0,0) scattering profiles forH50, 2.5, and 3.5
T ~ZFC! and 6.8 T~FC!. The solid lines are the results of leas
squares fits to Lorentzian~diffuse! and Gaussian~Bragg! compo-
nents, except for the FC data which have only a Gaussian com
nent.
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dratic dependence expected for a ferromagnet in the lo
wavelength~small q) limit: E(q)5D1Dq2, whereD is the
Zeeman energy gap andD is the SW stiffness coefficient.18

This is shown in Fig. 4~a!, where the measured FC low-q
SW energies have been plotted vsq2 for various magnetic
fields; the straight lines are the result of fits to the quadra
dispersion relation. The upper inset of Fig. 4~a! shows a plot
of the fitted SW stiffness coefficientD vs H. Within the
experimental error the SW stiffness does not change with
field ~after FC at 6.8 T! and has a value ofD5(140
65) meV Å2 at T540 K. Thus, the only effect of the
field in the FC case is to open a Zeeman energy gap
grows linearly with the applied field asD5gmH @see lower
inset of Fig. 4~a!#, wherem is the FM moment that contrib
utes to the spin-wave measurements. We note that the m
netic moment obtained from this plot is onlym5(2.57
60.43)mB , which is smaller than the expected full Mn mo
ment of 3.7mB for the x50.30 doped Mn31/Mn41 system.
This reduced value ofm may indicate that the FM moment
may be canted as originally proposed by Yoshizawaet al.10

The low-q SW excitations atT540 K in the ZFC condi-
tion were different. Unlike the FC case, the ZFC measu
ments had to be performed in the constant-E mode due to the
high background related to the strong FM diffusive comp
nent mentioned above, which is strongest in the vicinity
Q5(1,0,0). In all cases the SW energies also followed
expected quadratic dependence; the results from these
surements have been plotted in Fig. 4~b!. The surprising re-
sult is that the ZFC SW stiffness coefficient for fields up
'3 T is only D'50 meV Å2, almost a factor of 3 smalle
than for the FC case. The full stiffnessD5(140

o- FIG. 3. ~a! ZFC magnetic field dependence of the intensities
the Bragg~solid triangles! and Lorentzian~open squares! compo-
nents of the (1,0,0) FM reflection. The dashed lines are a guid
the eye. The dotted line atH'3.5 T indicates the I-M boundary
~b! ZFC magnetic field dependence of the low-q SW stiffness co-
efficient D at T540 K.
4-3
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65) meV Å2 is only recovered when the I-M transition
induced atH'3.5 T @see Fig. 3~b!#, at the same time when
the j'40 Å clusters are suppressed.

The sharp threefold change inD suggests either a drast
change in the magnitude of the spins or a drastic chang
the strength of the spin interactions at the PCMO30 fie
induced I-M transition. The first possibility can be ruled o
from Fig. 3~a! as the magnitude of the small change in t
FM component cannot account for the magnitude of the
served change inD. Our findings thus favor a drastic chang
in the strength of the microscopic spin interactions at the I
transition. We note that the high SW stiffnessD5(140
65) mev Å2 is comparable to that of other FM metall
manganites near thex50.30 doping,24 where double ex-
change seems to be the dominant magnetic interaction.
tempting to attribute the low SW stiffnessD'50 meV Å2 to
the effect of the nano-size clusters~short-range FM clusters
mentioned above! observed in the insulating phase, the id
being that the propagation of spin waves in these small c
ters could be—in principle—different to that in the larg

FIG. 4. ~a! FC low-q SW energies vsq2 showing the usual
quadratic dispersionE5D1Dq2 expected for a FM. Upper inset
FC SW stiffness coefficient vsH. Lower inset: fitted energy gapD
vs magnetic field showing the expected linear Zeeman relation~b!
ZFC low-q SW energies vsq2 showing the usual quadratic dispe
sionE5D1Dq2 expected for a FM. Note the drastic change in t
slope (D coefficient! at H'3.5 T, when the I-M transition occurs
ev
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~hundreds of angstroms! clusters. We note, however, that th
low SW stiffnessD'50 meV Å2 is similar to that of the
recently measured FM insulator La0.80Ca0.20MnO3,25–27 and
it is likely that the observed low SW stiffnessD is associated
with ‘‘large’’ ~long-range FM regions17! insulating clusters. It
is not clear if the nano-size~short-range FM! regions would
support the propagation of spin waves, but if they do, it
likely that they would be affected by severe lifetime effec
and strong damping. These strongly damped excitati
could be a source of the high background observed in th
measurements.

Thus in our picture the insulating region is composed
large ~i.e., greater than a few hundred angstroms! FM insu-
lating clusters and of FM nano-sized clusters. The appli
tion of an external magnetic field reduces the number of
nano-size clusters until the system becomes metallic i
first-order transition. This is consistent with two recent r
ports of thermodynamic measurements in PCMO30. R
et al.6 reported an enormous release of energy and a str
irreversibility at the I-M transition of this system. Dea
et al.28 suggested the existence of field-induced insulat
clusters in this material at low magnetic fields. Our resu
are inconsistent with the mesoscopic phase separa
picture,4,5 in which the I-M transition in the CMR material
is associated with the percolation of micron-size FM meta
domains~if these were the case, these regions would exh
the high SW stiffnessD5(14065) mev Å2 even in the in-
sulating phase!, and that the physics involved in the I-M
transition is far more complex. One possible scenario of
I-M transition in the CMR materials could involve the pe
colation of insulating clusters in conjuction with an underl
ing first-order transition. It is known that random quench
disorder may or may not produce rounding of a first-ord
phase transition. This was first studied by Imry and Worti29

and more recently by Moreoet al.30 This is a challenge to the
current theoretical approaches of CMR.

Finally, we note that the nano-size FM clusters of Fig
are comparable in size to those observed in other CMR
terials above and at their FM transition temperatures.24,31,32

The field dependence of the nano-size FM clusters of F
3~a! seems to imply that these nano-size clusters do p
some role in the I-M transition.
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